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Childs Juliet and volunteers (Great
Britain)
Eloranta Natalia (Finland)
Fedorova Olena (Ukraine)
Friend Pitte (Denmark)
Frolova Raisa (Ukraine)
Goryn’Larisa (Ukraine)
Hyvarynen Hanni and volunteers
(Finland)
Litovka Tetjana (Kyiv, Ukraine)
Moenkedieck Yana & Sven
(Germany)
Rise Kodie (USA)
Rogozina Viktorija (Ukraine)
Rozin Aleksandr (Ukraine)
Sorokalet Evgeniy (Ukraine)
Storme Fred (Austria)
Stowe Jone (New-York, USA)
Topolnitskaja Ekaterina (Ukraine)
Wohlwend Renate
Zorgdrager Heleen (Netherlands)
Anonymous donation from the
USA
Anonymous donation from the
Ukraine
Total

300,00 7980,00

Grants
Organization
ICCO/Kerkinactie (Netherlands) project
US Embassy in Ukraine

EUR
USD
12218,00 6632.00
TOTAL 12218.00 6632.00

Our volunteers analyzed needs of many families and we may assure you that 90% of food
packs were to provided to families which need them the most.
Each person who received the food pack filled in the form providing his personal number,
telephone, address, his name, food which was included to pack and signed the papers that he in
fact received the pack.
Packs were provided to IDPs registered not only in Ivano-Frankivsk city but also in IvanoFrankivsk region.
Unfortunately, number of packs were limited and we were not able to provide help to large
number of other IDPs in need. We hope to keep working with you to solve this problem.
Expenditure items for funds received in 2015:
Clause
USD
Food for IDPs in the camp for IDPs Lviv region
Purchase and distributing of food
100,00
packs
Medicine for IDPs
200,00
Repair and development of
infrastructure for IDPs
Total 300,00

amount of donation, equivalent in
EUR
CHF
GBP
UAH
400,00
100,00

500,00

589,00

-

7280,00

-

-

11500,00
-

7980,00

500,00

589,00

11500,00

Humanitarian aid
From
Cherak Zennie (Canada)
Cherniatenski Nettie V. (Canada)
Mission Eurasia (USA)
Kaplja vory Pisara ry (Finland)
Kozak Oksana (Canada)
Pomich Ukraini Fund (Canada)
Teestube David – Unsere Hilfe zum Leben nach
Tschernobyl e.V (Germany)
Wouda Bob (Netherlands)
Yereniuk Roman (Canada)
Total

Weight,
kg
142,00
38,00
3800,00
19632,20
31,00
113,00
2315,00

Cost, equivalent in
USD
EUR
1050,00
50,00
17000,00
48588,46
44,00
556,00
3298,40

440,00
65,00
26576,20

500,00
19200,00

Humanitarian aid was distributed among IDPs in Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk,
Severodonetsk, Kremennaya (Luhansk area, zone conflict)

100,00
51986,86
and Lisichansk,

This year we will concentrate on working with IDPs in Ivano-Frankivsk and Lugansk regions.
IDPs problems:
For now only 10% of IDPs get support in Ivano-Frankivsk region. Most of them are those
who live in special establishments for IDPs.
For the moment local authorities do not care about IDPs’ needs, besides registering them and
initial help. IDPs meet many problems, which can be solved by local authorities, though latter
don’t want to help
Social protection is quite problematic in Ivano-Frankivsk. IDPs have problems with places
for children in kindergartens and get a lot of refusals for money support request. Besides, their
rights are hardly protected.
Many IDPs feel uncomfortable at new place and they have psychological problems.

Unfortunately, for the moment only some of us understand how to solve IDPs’ problems in
Ukraine at local and state levels. The experience of other countries will be a good example for
authorities. This stage is very important taking into account new parts of Constitution concerning
decentralization of power.
For the moment IDPs in Ivano-Frankivsk don’t even have an accommodation to gather and
hold trainings and share their experience.
Parents of such children hardly have time to take care of their rehabilitation. They are
searching for work and they almost have no free time to be with their family.
Constitution says each citizen can get land but local authorities don’t really want to give it
saying there is no IDPs’ rights protection program at the state level.
Another problem is job search at new location. According to statistics almost half of
population of Ivano-Frankivsk region works abroad because there is no well-paid jobs nearby. In
our opinion we can solve this problem by training IDPs for new professions so that they could
work as freelancers in IT sphere. Due to financial problems most of IDPs can’t afford visiting
such trainings.
For the 1st of January 2016 about 7000 of IDPs were registered in Ivano-Frankivsk region.
Only two organizations help them. Most of society does not care about IDPs problems as well as
local authorities which suffer lack of money and can’t solve even local problems.
Category of IDPs
Ivano-Frankivsk city
Ivano-Frankivsk region
Children
1063
1135
Disabled persons
372
461
IDPs who can work
1273
2561
TOTAL
2708
4157
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